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rm 355Westinghouse Energy Systems
Pittsbu@ Pemsytvania 15230 0355

Electric Corporation
DCP/NRC1196

NSD-NRC-97 5501
Docket No.: 52-003

December 19,1997
,

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

^
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUlijECT: AP600 RESPONSE TO FSER OPEN ITEMS

Dear Mr. Quay:

Enclosed with this letter are the Westinghouse responses to FSER open items on the AP600. A
summary of the enclosed responses is provided in Table 1. Included in the table is the FSER open
item number, the associated OITS number, and the status to be designated in tSe Westinghouse status

column of OITS

The NRC should review the enclosure and inform Westinghouse of the status to be designated in the

"NRC Status" column of OITS.

Please contact me on (412) 374-4334 if you have ,my questions concerning this transmittal.

A /N ' . cf
Brian A. McIntyre, h anager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

jml

linclosure

I
cc: W. C. Iluffman, NRC (Enclosure) g i c

T. J. Kenyon, NRC (Enclosure) #U - / |'

J. M. Sebrosky, NRC (Enclosure)
D. C. Scaletti, NRC (Enclosure)
N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Enclosure)
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Table 1 3

List of FSER Open items IncluJed in Letter DCi>/NRC1194

FSER Open item OITS Number Westinghouse status in OITS

220.114F 6301 Confirm W

220.120F 6307 Action N

410.382F 6259 Confirm W

410.383F 6260 Action N
.

410.384F 6261 Confirm W

410.336F 6263 Confirm W

410387F 6264 Confirm W

410.388F 6265 Action N

410.389F 6266 Confirm W

410.390F 6267 Action N

410.391F 6268 Confirm W

410.392F 6269 Confirm W

410.393F 6270 Action N

410.394F 6271 Confirm W

410.395F 6272 Confirm W

440.776F 6358 Confirm W

440.777F 6359 Confirm W

440.781F 6363 Confirm W

440.744F 6256 Action N

460.28F 6049 Confirm W

650.21 F 6323 Action N

650.22F 6324 Actiori N

650.23F 6325 Action N

650.24F 6326 Acti .4
_.
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Open item 220.ll4F (OITS #6301)

Fnun the results of its updated S ASSI analysis, Westinghouse stated in the draft Revision 17 of SS AR
Section 3.7.2.6 that the resul's of this analysis confirm the adequacy of the seismic responses and the
floor res[mnse spectra with the exception of the vertical response spectra for the shield building roof
which is affected by the additional water mass. Based on this statement, Westinghouse decided to
revise SSAR Figures 3.7.2-4 and 3.7.215 (Sheet 9 of 9) but not the design mformation documented in
SSAR Tables 3.7.2-1 through 3.7.212. This is not acceptable based on the discussion above.
Westinghouse should either replace the existing results by those from the new analysis or provide new
tables to document these new results in the SSAR.

Respimse:

'Ihe results of the additional analyses to confirm the adequacy of the seismic responses have been
added in the SSAR as shown below.

SSAR Revisiont

Add new subsection and tables asfollows:

3.7,2.2.1 Seismic N1odel hiralifications

Additional analyses are performed to evaluate the effects of added water inventory in the Passive
Contahunent Cmling System tank on top of the shield building and the addition of mass due to
snow and live loads. These analyses use the nuclear island lumped mass stick seismic model
desenbed in subsection 3.7.2.3.3 modified as follows:

The elevation of the top nodes of the coupled shield and auxiliary building stick shown in.

Figure 3.7.2-4 are raised from elevations 306.25' and 297.08' to eleva' ions 307.25' and 297.58',
The lumped mass stick model for the shield building roof includes the added water inventcry
in the Passive Contaiment Cooling Tank.

75 percent of the snow load and 25 percent of the live load are added as mass to the coupled+

shield and auxiliary building stick and to the containment intemal structures siick.

N1odal analyses using the lumped mass stick matel (designated Model B in the tables) are
perfomted using computer program BSAP. Nkxlal frequencies for the coupled auxiliary and shield
buildings are summarized in Table 3.7.2 20 and compared with the frequencies of the models
desenbed in subsection 3.7.2.3.3 (designated as Model A in tne tables). The comparison
demonstrates that the modifications have only minor effects on the. fixed-base seismic analysis
uhich represents the hard rock site condition.

Of the three design soil cases, the upper bound of the soft to medium (2G) soil case is the most
controlling for the design of the AP600. This case is selected to evaluate the effect of the
mixlitications to the seismic model. SASSI analyses using the modified model are perfonned for
the upper bound of the soft to medium (2G) soil case. Maximum nalal accelerat.ons and member

W Westinghouse 220.114-1
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forces are compared in Tables '.7.2 21,3.7.2 22 and 3.7.2 23.

Floor response spectra for the 20 soil case are calculated at selected locations. The differences in
the floor response spectra are small, except in the shield building roof in the venical direction.
The peak of the venical broadened spectra is increased to envelope the results for the modified
seismic model as discussed in section 3.7.2.5. The analyses confinn the adequacy of the seismic
responses used in the design of the stmetures and the adequacy of the floor response spectra. -

Site specific evaluation, if required in acconlance with section 2.5.2.2 will use the modified
'

lumped mass stick model.

: Revisefirst paragraph of subsection 3.7.23.1

'% finite element models of the coupled shield and auxiliary buildings and the reinforced.

| concrete portions of the containment intemal structures are based on the gross concrete section
with the modulus based on the specified compressive strength of concrete of contributing
simctural walls and slabs. The propenies of the concrete-filled structural modules are computed
using the combined gross concrete section and the transfonned steel face plates of the structural
modules. Funhermore, the weight density of concrete plus the uniformly distributed miscellaneous
dead weights are considered by adjusting the material mass density of the stmetural elements. An
equivalent tributary slab area load of 50 poands per square foot is considered to represent
miscellaneous deadweight such as minor equipment, piping and raceways. 25 percent of the tioor
live load or 75 percent of the roof snow load, whichever is applicable, is considered as mass in

I the global seismic models (these masses are only included in the modified model described in
I subsection 3.7.2.2,1). This :n=s w= dammMmied-to be neg!!gib' fer $0 =dy= far which

neults = g:ven la:= !.. iis see: ion Major equipment weights are included as concentrated
lumped masses at the equipment kications. Figures 3.7.21 and 3.7.2 2 show, respectively, the
finite element models of the coupled shield and auxiliary buildings and the contaitunent intemal#

structures. A lumped mass stick model of the shield building roof structure is coupled widt the'

tinite element matel and the stick model cithe coupled auxiliary and shield buildings. The stick
model of the shleid building roof structure is included in the seismic analyses. The lumped-mass
stick matel of the shield building roof is not shown in Figure 3.7.21 to maintain visual clarity of
the finite element model.

Revise last paragraph of subsection 3.7.2.5 as follows:

The broadened floor response spectra for the shield building roof in the vertical direction are
based on soil structure interaction analyses which include added inventory in the Passive '

l Containment Cooling System tank. These analyses use the modified nuclear island seismic model
'

I described in subsection 3.7.2.2.23 ' = fo!!os.s:

Metetwf-ti+mupled "ddd =:d cun!!iry buik'ing s:ick $cwn : . Fig = ' "'.2 * vm =v sed
t+11+new "de!d be!!d n;: nef config=:im '!he-elevatio: , cf me :op node:, .ex r= sed

- in*n devati: ''M.25' =! 2')? "' 'a deva::cas '0'' 25' =! 2T.58'

75-pensect of be ..aw !em! =! 2$ pemen: 'f de live 10:1 ".= ak'ed 2, .nx.s b+-the coupled*

. 3hich! =! auG=y build:ng ::ick =d " he containmec: .::e=1 :~ue:=3 s:i4

220.114-2
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SA SSI-analheterfofmeMor 4he-upferh4uml4 +f4)ewfHo-median @H+il+eVie
re ailt+44-4hinnalywrwnfinnahe-adettuacy-t44be+eismie-resp +nses-useMtHimlesigendahe
st rutturews al4 he-edeqteaeuacy-ofahe41oor4ess ww4 ra-willHhe-eweptkwada he-+enical
spectra 4or-4he+hiekiheikling4t*4-whidt-is-alfecteMiy-the-tuklitk*tal+ater-mass. Die peak of
the vertical broadened spectra for the shield building roof are increased to envelope the results of
the additional analysis as shown in sheet 9 of Figure 3.7.2-15.

[ Westinghouse 220.114 3
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Table 3.7.2 20

COMPARISON OF FREQUENCIES IN SEISMIC MODELS

COUPLED AUXILIARY AND Sl{IELD HUILDINGS

Mode / Direction Model A Model B
(hertz) (hertz)

I st.11orizontal, E/W 4.35 4.23

i st. llorizontal, N/S 4.78 4.65

2 nd. Horizontal, E/W 9.10 8.94

2 nd. llorizontal, N/S 9.26 9.10

I st. Vertical 6.77 6.60

2 nd. Vertical 19.34 19.10
,

b'ets: See subsection 3.7.2.2.1 for description of the seisade models.-

T Westinghouse 22 0 14-4
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Table 3.7.2-21

C051PARISON OF hiAXIh1Uh1 AllSOLUTE NODAL ACCELERATION (ZPA)
NUCLEAR ISLAND STRUCTURES

SOI"I'-TO 51EDIU51 SOIL CONDITIONS,2 X Gmx

Elevation Direction Stadel A 51odel11

(ft)

Aux / shield building 66.50 NS 0.32 0.32

EW 0.29 0.29 >

V 0.33 0.33

Aux / shield building 100.00 N-S 0.35 0.35

EW 0.31 0.30

V 0.33 0.33

Aux / shield building i17.50 NS 0.36 0.37

E-W 0.34 0.34

V 0.35 0.34

Aux /shieht liuilding 180.00 N-S 0.50 0.52

E-W 0.55 0.52

V 0.43 0.42

Aux / shield building 307.00 N-S 1.18 1.17

EW l.38 1.46

V 1.02 1.03

Sicel Contaliunent 205.33 N-S 0.49 0.52

Vessel E-W 0.69 0.69

V 0.42 0.42

Steel Containment 256.33 N-S 0.58 0.59

Vessel EW 0.86 0.88

V 0.80 0.78

Contaitunent Intemal 135.25 N-S 0.36 0.37

Stmetures EW 0 36 0.35

V 0.35 0.35

Nets: See subsection 3.7.2.2.1 for description of the seismic models.

W Westinghouse 220.114-5
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Table 3.7.2 22

COMI'ARISON OF MAXIMUM MEMilER FORCES AND MOMENTS AT ELEVATION 100'
CONTAINMENT INTERNAL STRUCTURES & STEEL CONTAINMENT VESSEL

SOFT.TO MEDIUM SOIL CONDITIONS,2 X Guu

Maximum Forces (x 10' Kips) Maximum Moments (x 10' Kips)

Structure Mode! Vertical N.S EW Torque about about
Shear Shear N S Axis E W Axis

Containment
Intemal
structures

A 8.26 9.56 9.01 55.8 218.0 202.0

B S.45 9.82 9.45 60.8 227.0 208.0

Steel
Containment
Vessel

A 3.(M 3.43 3.64 11.1 369.0 327.0

B 3.02 3.47 3.54 11.3 385.0 324.0

Mulg: See subsection 3.7.2.2.1 for desciiption of the scismic models

T Westinghouse 220.114-6
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Table 3.7.2 23 (Sheet I of 2)

COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM MEMBER FORCES
COUPLED AUXILIARY & SHIELD HUILDINGS

SOFT.TO MEDIUM SOIL CONDITIONS,2 X Guu
Maximum Forces (x 1000 Kips)

Elevation Axial N S Shear E-W Shear

(ft) Model A Model H Model A Model H Model A Model B

306.25

1.71 1.74 1.99 1.97 '2.33 2.42

297,08

3.99 4.97 3.60 4.15 4.35 5.06

284.42

8.79 9.96 7.06 7.88 8.44 9.33

272.42

13.60 14.60 11.30 11.70 13.10 14.10

.

241.00

17.10 18.10 16.10 17.10 18.50 19.90

220.00

19.20 20.10 18.90 19.70 21.80 23.00

2(X).00

21.00 22.10 20.90 22,20 23.90 25.30

180.20

23.60 24.80 23.60 25.50 26.80 28.10

161.50

25.60 26.80 25.90 27.90 29.00 30.00

153.50

28.40 29.80 29.20 31.40 32.00 32.80

135.25

33.90 35.50 34.90 37.60 36.6G 37.30

117.50

40.00 41.40 41.20 44.10. 41.60 42.50

It W).00

N. ult: See subsection 3.7.2.2.1 for description of the seismic models

D# 220.114-7
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Table 3.7.2 23 (Sheet 2 of 2)

t n*1PARISON OF MAXIMUM MEMBER MOMENTS
COUI' LED AUXILIARY & SillELD BUILDINGS

SOFT TO MEDIUM SOIL CONDITIONS,2 X Gmx
Maximum Moments (x 1000 K Ft)

Elevation Torque N S Moment E W Moment

(ft) Model A Model 11 Model A Model B Model A Model B

306.25

2.4 2.I

297.08 36.0 40.3 39.5 41.1

5.6 6.3

284.42 119.0 132.0 123.0 127.0

15.5 15.9

272.42 213.0 244.0 223.0 225.0

28.3 27.9

241.(X) 713.0 779.0 610.0 627.0

52.2 51.8

220.00 1140.0 1240.0 920.0 1010.0

73.5 71.5

200.00 1600.0 1720.0 132'' O 1430.0

96.'' 94.3

180.20 2170.0 2350.0 211 2330.0

1010.0 1070.0

t n1.50 2770.0 2960.0 2590 0 2830.0

841.0 877.0

153.50 3030.0 3230.0 2530.0 2770.0

695.0 713.0

135.25 3670.0 3910.0 3280.0 3610.0

11(X).O 1130.0

117.50 4300.0 4590.0 4030.0 4440.0

100.00 4980.0 5280.0 4780.0 5220.0

Ents: See subsection 3.7.2.2.1 for description of the seismic models

T Wedinghouse 220.114-8
1
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Open Item 220,120F (OITS #6307)

As stated in early revisions of SSAR Section 3.8.2.5, the containment vessel is designed, fabricMed,
installed, and tested according to the requirements of AshfE Code Section 111, Subsection NE. De
stress intensity limits are according tu the ash 1E Code, Section Ill, Paragraph NE 3221 and Table
NE-3221 1. Cntical buckling stresses are checked according to the provisions of ash 1E Code,
Section 111 Paragraph NE 3222 or Code Case N-284, Revision O.

He use of ash 1E Code, Section 111, Subsection NE for evaluating the potential buckling of the
AP600 contahunent vessel meets the guideline prescribed in Section 3.8.2.11.5 of the SRP. In
addition, during the staffi review of the System 80+ design, the criteria in AShtE Code Case N 284,
Revision 0, were previously found acceptable for evaluating containment shell buckling. On this
basis, the structural criteria to which Westinghouse committed in early revisions of SSAR Section
3.8.2.5 are acceptable,

llowever,in Revision 7 of SSAR Section 3.8.2.4.1.1, Westinghouse proposed to use Revision 1 of
ash 1E Code Case N 284 for the evaluation of containment shell buckling. On February 12,1996, in
response to the staff's request, Westinghouse submitted a comparison of Revisions 0 and I of Cale
Case N-284, including its evaluation of the differences between the two revisions. The staff reviewed
Revision I of ash 1E Code Case N-284 along with the submittal dated February 12,1996, and
identified a number of errors and typographical errors in Revision i of this code case. In its letter
dated November 26,1996, and during the meeting on August i1 through 15,1997, the staff indicated
that the use of Revision i of ASNIE Code Case N 284 is not acceptable for the evaluation of
contairunent shcIl buckling.

In Revision 17 of SSAR Section 3.8.2 and Appendix 3G to the SSAR (Rew on 17), Westinghouse
provided criteria for evaluating the hical buckling of the AP600 steel contanunent vessel components
such as the ellipsoidal head, cylindrical shell, and equipment hatch covers, nese criteria are based on
tne rules specined in ASNtE Code Case N 284 Revision 0 with supplemental requirements which are
not provided in Revision 0. The supplemental requirements revised some equations (3G.5.2.2,
3G.6.1.1.a. 3G.6.1.1.b, 3G.6.1.3.b, 3G.6.2.1.b, and 30. 6.2.1.c) and added new equations (3G.3.2.1,
3G.3.2.3. 3G.4.1, 30.4.1.1, 30.4.1.2, and 3G.4.1.3). However, Westinghouse did not provide any
basis to demonstrate that the supplemental requirements is applicable for evaluating the potential
buckling of containment vessel components. On the basis discussed above, the staff concludes tha*
this issue will not be resolved until Westinghouse submits a justifiable basis for the staff review.

Response:

Responses are provided below for each of the subsections identined in the open item. For
convenience, the corresponding paragraph number in Cale Case N 284, Revision 0 is also shown.

3GJ.2.1 ( 1512.a) and 3G.3.23 (-1512.c)

These paragraphs were shown as being "in course of preparation" in Code Case N 284, Revision O.
Appendix 3G is based on Revision i of the code case. The new material included in Revision I is
based on test data such as that described in Westinghouse's response to R AI 220.32 and in a paper by
J. Odland ("Reoretical and Experimental Buckling Loads of Imperfect Sphericai Shell Segments",

We@w.e 220.120 1
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Joumal of Ship Research, September,1981). Differences from Code Case N 284, Revision I are ,

editorial. Paragraph -1512 ( c ) references - 1713.1.2 which in tum references 1512. 3G.3.2.3 gives
a direct reference to the definition of at rather than the indirect reference as given in Revision 1.

3G.4.1,3G.4.1.1,3G. . 2, and 3G.4.1.3 ( 1600)

Dese subsections use the equations of Code Case, N 284 Revision 1. Paragraph -1600 of Revision 0
has been expanded in Revision I to present two sets of equations for the determination of the
plasticity reduchon factors. Quoting from Revision 1 "For buckling evaluation by fonnulas (see -
1710) the factors are expressed in terms of a o,,, . For bifurcation analysis with a computer program,y

(see 1720 and -1730), the factors are expressed in terms of o, FS because o,,,is an unknown
quantity," ne fonnat shown in paragraph 1610 of Revision 0 is presented in paragraph -1621 of
Revision 1, with typographical errors corrected. Paragraph -1610 of Revision 1 uses methods
prescribed for buckling evaluation by fonnulas (theoretical clastic buckling stress for the imperfect
shell). He two sets of formulas ( 161I and -1621 of Revision.1) are equivalent as is described in the
attached pages C 5 to C 8 of the commentary submitted to the ASME Task Group during the
development of Revision 1.

3G.5.2.2 ( - 1712.1.3.h)

De differences from Code Case N 284, Revision 0 are editorial. Code Case N 284, Revision. O -
1712.1.3 states: "Not used in interaction relationships of -1713 ". he theoretical buckling values for
unequal blaxial compression are not used in the interaction relationships of Appendix 'IG. A direct
reference is provided to 30.6.1.2 which describes how unequal blaxial compression is evaluated.

3G.6.1.1.a ( 1713.1.1.a )

The fonnat of the interaction equations has been changed in Appendix 3G to use allowable stresses ,

whereas Revision 0 uses pseudo stresses that are increased to account for imperfection. De
interaction curves for axial compression plus hoop compression are shown in Figure 1713.1 1 (a) of
Code Case N 284. Revision 0. In both Revision 0 of the code case and in Appendix 30, the
imeraction curve is linear for o, < 0.5 o, . Note that the equation was incorrect in Revision 0 and
0 should have been o,.%

3G.6.1.1.h ( - 1713.1.1.h )

The fonnat of the interaction equations has been changed in Appendix 3G to use allowable stresses
whereas Revision 0 uses pseudo stresses that are increased to account for imperfection. The
interaction curves for axial compression plus hoop compression are shown in Figure 1713.1-1 (a) of
Cale Case N 284. In both Revision 0 of the code case and in Appendix 3G, the interaction curve is
parabolic for o, > 0.5 c.. Note that the equation was incorrect in Revision 0 and o, should have
been o.,,.

3G.6.l.3.b ( 1713.l.3.h)

De design method for ellipsoidal shells considers them as equivalent spheres. De procedure
described in subsection 3G.6.1.3 and the equation in 3G.6.1.3.b have been refonnatted consistent with

3 Westinghouse 220.120-2

|
|
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the revised funnat for spherical shells in 30.6.1.2 and Revision I of the code case. 'Ihe equations in
Revision 0 could not be used since sotne of the tenns were identified as being "in course of
preparation".

3G.6.2.1.b,3G 6.2.1.c ( 1713.2.1.a and .b)

These subsections in Appendix 3G are based on Revision I of the code case and represent a minor
change to Revision ( The equations presented in tvith Revision 0 and Revision I for the counterpart
clastic interaction fonnulations ( 1713.1.1 (c) and (d) ) utilize the relationship not using the squared
tenn for the o, and c. stresses. The equations for inelastic interaction were revised in Revision I to
use the same relationship for the o, and o, stresses. This approach is considered conservative.

SSAR Revision:

None

3 Westingh0US8 220.120-3
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'N
| The plasticity reducties facters, gl, are detemined from test data where

gg is defined as the ratie of the test stress, etTEST, and the predicted
elastic buckling stress. The predicted buckling stress is the product of the
capacity reduction facter ejj and the classical buckling stress alej There-
fore, gt = etTEST/ eljalej.

The minimum theoretical value for n1 = E /E where Et is the tangentt
modulus and E is Young's modulus of elasticity. The external pressure charts of
the Code are constructed on this basis for ng. The theoretical values for
gg do not include the effects of residual stresses and initial imperfections
on the buckling stresses; and therefore, ng - 1 for buckling stress values
below the proportional limit of the material. For cylinders under axial
compression, inelastic behavior begins at stresses well below the proportional
limit. Donnell (20) offered the following explanation, 'when the compressive
load is applied, the initial displacements are increased. The stresses due to
these displacements increase rapidly and when combined with the direct
compressive stress and other stresses cosumnly considered, reach the yield point
of the material at certain points long before the load has risen to the
classical value.' stellar behavior is not observed for hoop compression and in-
plane shear stresses.

C1610 FACTORS FOR BUCKLING ANALT51S BY FORMULAS

The following relationships for ni as a function of the predicted elastic

buckling stress divided by the yield stress, etjatej/ay, were determined
from test data. Figures C1610-1 through C1610-7 show comparisons of these
equations with test data from local buckling failures of cylindrical shells, and
Figs. C1610-8 and C1610-g show comparisons with test data free stringer buckling
and general instability failures.

'dIn the following equations, A =
y

C-5

-________-_ _ _ _ - _ _- - -- --- - -- - - - -
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(a) Asfal Compression
j-

' 1

gg=l.0 if A s 0.55

0.45 + 0.18 if 0.55 < & 5 1.644= g

:

1.31 if 1.6 < A < 6.29p " 1+1.154

4=f if A t 6.2
:
.

i

(b) Hoop Compression

.

Os " I if A 5 0.67

4,"g,h9g if 0.67 < A < 4.2

1
Op * j if A 2 4.2

(c) Shear

Up = 1.0 if A 5 0.43-

0 43 + 0.1 i f 0.48 < A < l .7gp=

i
<

4p if A t 1.7a

i C-6
.
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C1620 FACTORS FOR BIFURCATION OUCKLING ANALYS!$

.

The plasticity factors given in C-1610 can be expressed in tenes of the
stress components due to applied loads by the following procedure.

g , 'ifiej'

'ly

9 'ifiej -1

81* F5

Therefore,

o FSg

U 'yi

Substitute this value into each of the equations in C1610 and solve for a new
expression for nt. The resulting equations are equated to each other to
determine the limits given for ojFS/oy. The above procedure is illustrated
by the following example.

(b) Hoop Compression

o FSg
(1) n, - 1.0 <A

,y

2.53
(2) n, = 1+2.29a,F5

U 'yf

C-7
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2.29e,F5.

= 2.53n, + ,y-
.

<g
n, = 2.53 2.29 '1

A < 'y
'

.

7=1.0=h-8
'

Therefore,(3) n, =

Let Eq. 1 - Eq. 2

1.0 - 2.53 - 2.29 ,FS
o

y

= h = 0.67 = A
y

4

C-8
I
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410.382F (OITS #6259)

Clarify in the standard safety analysis report (SSAR) that the combined license (CO).) will identify
Good hazards beyond those postulated in the design and will provide protective features for safety-
related and applicable RTNSS and DID systems. (OI 3.4.13)

Response

As discuned in SSAR Chapter 2 and in the response to RAI Question 410.203, the Combined License
applicant is required to demonstrate that site characteristics fall within the AP600 site interface
parameters in SSAR Table 21. If these requirements cannot be satisfied because of site specinc
extemal flooding hazards tSe Combined License will take actions as described in SSAR Chapter 2. As
noted in the response to RAI 410.3810, no additional features are provided to protect RTNSS and DID
systems from Gooding.

hSAR Revision:

Revise sutweetion 3.4.3 as follows:

3.4.3 Combined License information.

I The Combined License Appi; cant will demonstrate that the site satisfies the interface requirements
I as described in Section 2.4. If these criteria cannot be satisfied because of site-specine flooding

I hazards the Co d,ined License applicant may propose protective measures as discussed in Section
i 2.4. Thi+-wtiorehavno-tequirement4or-edditionaWnformatiorHo-bete <wided-itH.uiton+f-the

CamMned-Lieere,ed-epg4iswhe

3 Westinghouse 410.382 1
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410.383F (OfrS #6260)

Provide information to show that the AP600 design conforms with the guidelines of position C.2 of
,

Regulatory Guide (RO)l.l.02 regarding Technical Specifications (TS) and emergency operating
precedure needed to utilize position C.2 of RU 1.59 (013.4,14)

Responwt

As described in SSAR Subsection 3.4.1, AP600 safety related structures, systems, and components are
designed to withstand the effects of external flooding. This is in accordance with the criteria of -
position C.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.59. Thus,it is not necessary to uulize position C.2 of RG l.59,
and the guidelines of position C.2 of Regulatory Guide (RO) 1.102 are not applicable.

SSAR Revision: NONE

,

1

410.383 1
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410.384F (OITS #6261)

He response to RAI question 410.202 states that duct penetrations into the CVS and PXS
compartrnents are designed to prevent Hooding of these rooms from the maintenance floor. Ilow is
this done? (O! 3.4.15)

Response

As indicated in section 3.4.1.2.2.1, a curb is provided around openings such as the duct penetrations
that penetrcle through the maintenance Good into the CVS and PXS compartments from the elevation
107' 2" floor level. De top of the curbs are 108' 2" for the PXS compartments. De top of the CVS
compartment curb is lower so that it will be preferentially Gooded.

SSAR Redslon:

In subsection 3.4.1.2.2.1 revise the thirteenth paragraph under Passive Cool Cooling System
Comparments as follows:

De PXS A and the pXS Il compartments are pnysically separated and isolated from each other by
a structural wall so that Hooding in one compartment can not cause flooding in the other
ccmpartment. They are located below the maintetaance floor level which is at elevation 107' 2".

I A mmbhigh-curb is provided around openings that penetrate through the maintenance floor into
these companments from the elevation 107' 2" floor level. De top of the curb is at elevation
108' 2".

In subsection 3.4.1.2.2.1 revise the second pa agraph in Chemical Volume Control System
Compartment as follows:

Dere are several llVAC ducts, cable trays, and pipes that penetrate the maintenance floor into
the chemical and volume control system compartment. These penetrations are properly protected
to prevent leakage around the ducts into the chemical and volume control system compartment.

I %e entrance curb elevation for chemical and volume control system compartment is lower than
I the PXS A and 11 compartment curbs to preferentially flood the chemical and volume control
I system compartment.

In subsection 3.4.1.2.2.1 revise the fourth paragraph in Chemical Volume Control System
Compartment as follows:

In the esent that the single drain line were to be blocked, the water level in the chemical and
I volume control system compartment would flood to the level of the entrance curb elevat on ofi

HW-2" and would over flow to the maintenance Door at elevation 107' 2" The water
overflowing to this level would drain to se reactor coolant system compartment via the vertical
access tunnel. Bere is no adverse effect on safe shutdown of the plant from Gooding of the
chemical and volume control system compartment.

[ W95tirigh00$8 M0.W 1
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410.386F (OITS #6263)

Are there penetrations through the walls separating the NRCA and the RCA7 (Of 3.4.17)

Resp < nses

As indicated in section 3.4.1.2.2.2, electrical penetrations between the radiologically controlled areas
and nonradiologically controlled areas are located above the maximum flood level.

Any process piping penetrations between the radiologically controlled areas and nonradiologically
controlled areas will be embedded in the wall or will be welded to a steel sleeve in the wall.

SSAR Revision:

Revise the first paragraph in section 3.4.1.2.2.2 as fo'jows:

The AP60 auxiliary building contains radiologically controlled areas and nonradiologically
controlle.. areas which are physically separated by 2 and 3 ioot structural walls and floor slabs.
These st;uctural barriers are designed to prevent flooding and/or fire propagation across the
bounhry between these areas. Electrical penetrations between the radiologically controlled areas

I and nonradiologically controlled areas aie located above the maximum flood level. Process

I piping penetrations between the radiologically controlled areas and nonradiologically controlled
I areas are embedded in the wall or are welded to a ste61 sleeve in the wall.

T Westinghouse 410.386 1
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410.387F (OITS #6264)

- Provide a discussion on backDow protection from Dooding in buildings adjacent to those housing
safety related, RTNSS, and DID systems. (013.4.18)

Respome:

Safety related systems are housed within the nuclear island (the auxiliary and shield / containment
buildings). Adjacent buildings are the turbine building, tht: annex building, and the radwaste building.
De effects of Gooding in these adjacent buildings on safety related areas are discussed in SSAR
Subsection 3.4.1.2.2.3. His subsection will be revised as shown below to provide additional
information on backnow through drainage systems. As noted in the response to RAI 410.381F, no
additional features are provided to protect RTNSS and DID systems from Dooding.

SSAR Revision:

SSAR Subsection 3.4.1.2.2.3 will be revised as follow.

Turbine Building

I ne turbine building is subject to Gooding from a variety of potential sources including the
circulating water, service water, condensate /feedwater, component cooling water, turbine building
cooling water, demineralized water and fire protection systems as well as the deaerator storage
tank. Flow from any postulated ruptures above elevation 100'-0" Hows down to elevation 100'-
0" via Coor grating and stairwells. Thus, there will t>e a negligible contribution from these
sources to Gooding of the auxiliary building compartments at elevations 135' 3" and 117'-6' via
now under doors. Auxiliary building flooding is bounded by the effects of postulated breaks in

' the companments.

' he bounding Hooding source for the turbine building is a break in the circulating water piping
which would result in Gooding of the elevation 100' 0* Goor. Flow from this break runs out of
the building to the yard through a relief panel in the turbine building west wall and limits the
maximum Dood level to less than 6 inches, he only area of the auxiliary building which
interfaces with the turbine building at elevation 100' 0" is tne valve /pioing penetration room.
His room could be Gooded via Cow under the door or backnow through the drains, however the
Dood level would be less than postulated for a break in the valve / piping penetration room itself.

.

I De waste water system (WWS) so up pu nps located in the nonradiologically controlled area of
I the auxiliuy building discharge to the turbine building drain tank. Backnow from the drain tank
I is prevented as described in subsection 3.4.1.2.2.2

Dere is no safety related equipment in the turbine building. De component cooling water and
service water components on elevation 100'-0" which provide the regulatory treatment of
nonsafety related systems important support for the normal residual heat removal system, are
expected to remain functional fol owing a Gooding event in the turbine building since tk pump
motors and valve operators are above the expected Good level.

MOM 410.387 1
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Radwaste Building

De potential sources of Goodina in the radwaste building are the chilled water, hot water, and Ore
protection .ystems. Flow from postulated breaks is directed to floor drains via a curb / sloped Door

I around the perimeter to drain to e-!!;;!d red =:: ;y:.te., =te-hc!d;,: t=k- the radioactive waste
I drain system sump in the radiologically controlled area of auxiliary building. De contribution of
I water to Gooding of the auxiliary building is bounded by Gooding events which could occur in the
i auxiliary building. Dere are no safety related systems or components or equipment with

regulatory treatment of nonsafety related systems important missions in the radwaste building.

,
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410.388F (OITS #6265)

Discuss where the various sumps purnp flood water to, and discuss the backDow protection for the
sumps. (013.4.19)

j

Responset

As indicated in s:: tion 3.4.1.2.2.2 (Nonradiologically Controlled Area) at the 66'-6" elevation, the ;

waste water system (WWS) directs the discharge from the stw0 pumps to the turbine building drain
rump by piping in auxiliary building. He discharge line into the tank is pmvided with a standpipe
vent to prevent siphoning back into the auxiliary building nonradiologically controlled area sump. The>

use of the standpipe vent at the highest point in the auxiliary building provides the backflow protrtion
for the sumps. . In addition, each of the pump discharge lines contain a check valve to prevent
backflow.

. As indicated in section 3.4.1.2.2.2 (Radiologically Controlled Area) at the 66'-6" elevation, the
radioactive waste drain system (WRS) directs the discharge from the sump pumps to the waste holdup
tanks of the liquid radioactive waste system which is described in SSAR subsection 11.2. Each of the
pump dir.:harge lines contain a check valve to prevent backflow and the discharge line enters the tank
at the highest point above the water level /overCow line. Derefore, siphoning of the waste holdup
tanks is precluded.

SSAR Revision: NONE

|

f
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|
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410.389F (OITS #6266)

ne response to RAI question 410.202 states that safety related equipment is located in the upper
levels (UI ) of the vertical pipe chase. Since this pipe chase is also used as a drainage pathway, is the
safety related equipment in the pipe chase vulnerable to damage from water? Also, identify the
equipmerit on Level 2 in the RCA and in the pipe chase. The responses to RAI questions 410.11 and
410.93 discuss how equipment in the NRCA is protected from wetting. Similar discuuions should be
provided regarding protection from spray wetting for components in containment and in the RCA.
(OI 3.4.1 10)

.

Response:

De plant arrangement has changed somewhat since the sesponse to RAI 410.202 was prepared and
clari0 cation to that response is provided below.

He venical pipe chase that previously extended from elevation 66* 6" to elevation 117' 6" is now
divided by a concrete Door slab at elevation 107' 2". De portion of the pipe chase below this Door
(rooms 12154 and 12254) is one of the drainage pathways for postulated pipe failures in the elevation
92'.6" horizontal pipe chase (Room 12256 and 12259). Water Dows under the door to room 12254
and falls through the Door grating to the elevation 66'6" sump room 12154 As noted in SSAR
subsection 3.4.1.2.2.2 the containment isolation valves in these areas are above the maximum Dood
levels and are thus not vulnerable to damage.

De response to RAI Question 410.202 r, fers to areas of the RCA containing " safety-related
equipment". the correct term is " safe shutdown equipment." There are a few pieces of safety related
equipment located in the RCA and discussed in SSAR subsection 3.4.1.2.2.2 that are not required for
safe shutdown. The safe shutdown equipment in the RCA is described in SSAR subsection 3.4.1.2.2.2
and listed below:

Level 2 (elevation 82' 6") lower annulus valve area, Room 12244:
CVS V047 Letdown line containment isolation valve
CVS V090 Makeup line containment isolation valve
WLS V057 Sump discharge, containment isolation valve
WLS V068 Reactor coolant drain tank gas outlet containment isolation valve

Level 2 (elevation 92'-6") containment isolation roem, Room 12256.
RNS Voll Pump discharge containment isolation valve
RNS V022 Pump suction containment isolation valve

Level 2 (elevation 92*-6") SFS penetration room Room 12254:
SFS V035 Pump suction from IRWST containment isolation valve

Level 4 (elevation 117'-6") SFSNFS/PSS penetration room, Room 12454:
SFS V038 Pump discharge to IRWST containment isolation valve
PSS V0llN023N046 Pump suction containment isolation valves
VFS V010 bxhaust line containment isolation valve

[ Mstbgh01.tS8 410.389 1
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kvel 4 (r.levation 117' 6") VFS penetration room Room 12452:
VFF, V003 - Supply line containment isolation valve

As desenbcd in SSAR subsection 3.6.2.7, essential components are evaluated for the potential effects i
'

of *. pray from through wall cracks in moderate energy piping. For the radiologically controlled area of
the auxiliary building, safe shutdown components that are subject to water spray are designed for the
associated environmental conditions. His includes the containment isolation valves listed above, ,

except for the containment air filtration system (VFS) valve V003, which is not exposed to ilooding or
spray Safe shutdown components inside containment are subject to wetting from design basis events
inside containment. Dese conditions bound the effects of spray from moderate energy cracks.

SSAR Revisiont

SSAR Subsection 3.4.1.2.2.2 discussion of Auxiliary Building Level 2 (Elevation 82' 6") will be

:
revised as shown below,

Radiologically Controlled Areae

he radiologically controlled area on level 2 contains a few containment isolation valves. De
horizontal pipe chase at elevation 92'-6" contains two normally closed normal residual heat
removal system isolation valves. One spent fuel pool cooling system containment isolation
valve is located, above 92'-6", in the adjacent vertical pipe chase. De area on the ncrth side

'

I of the lower annulus centsias two chemical and volume control system and two dwee-liquid
radwaste automatically operated containment isolation valves above elevation 82' 6". These

valves are required to close or remain closed during a safe shutdown operation.
,

W.ite.W
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410.390F (OITS #6267)

The response to RAI question 410.44 states that some doorways between the auxiliary building and
adjacent buildings are double doors and are not watettight. Flood water from adjacent areas is
directed away from or is otherwise prevented from entering the auxiliary building. Ilow is this done?
(013.4.111)

Responset

Consistent with respoi.se to RAI question 410.40 and section 3.4.1.2.2.3 (Annex lluilding.
Nonradiologically Controlled Area) Goors of buildings adjacent to the N1 buildings are sloped away
from the access doors to the nuclear island in the vicinity of the access doors to prevent migration of
Good water to the non radiologically controlled areas of the nuclear island. 'the sloped Doors direct
the potential water now to Goor drains.

SSAR Revision: NONE

MDM 410.390-1
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410.391F (OITS #6268)

%e response to RM question 410.44 states that there are no below grade tunnels connecting the
containment and auxl!iary building to any other builuings. What systems route water to the radwaste
building? In what buildings are these systems housed, and what protection features are in place to
protect safety related, RTNSS and DID systems from flooding from a failure in these systems? (01
3.4.1 12)

Resp 9nne ,

I

ne following four systems route water to the radwaste building from the euxiliary building:
demineralized water transfer and storage system (DWS), fire protection system (FPS), chilled water
system (VWS) and the hot water heating system (VYS), ne process piping for these systems
penetrate the auxiliary building wall at approximately elevation 119'.

Potentially radioactive waste water is retumed from the radwaste building through process piping
[ radioactive waste drain system (WRS) and liquid radwaste system (WLS)] via a trench and localized
pit adjacent to the auxiliary building below grade. De response to RAI 410.44 is correct that these
systems are not in a tunnel. De penetrations for these systems located below the maximum flomi
level (elevation 100') are watertight. De drain system process piping penetrating through ti.e exterior
wall below grade are embedded in the wall or welded to a steel sleeve embedded in the wall.

None of the above listed systems are safety related, therefore are not required to be protected from
nooding.

4

SSAR Revislent

Revise the eight paragraph of subsection 3.4.1.1.1 as follows:

Process piping penetrations and electrical raceway through the exterior walls of the nuclear island
below grade are embedded in the wall or are welded to a steel sleeve cmbedded ;n the wall.

I Process piping passing through the wall of the nuclear island below grade is located in a trench
I and localized pit adjacent to the wall of the auxiliary building. Dere are no access openings or

tunnels penetrating the exterior walls of the nuclear island below grade.

,

r
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410.392F (OITS #6269)
:

Cla>ify in the SSAR that the protective features (waterproofing, etc.) constitute the " hardened
p:otection" approach defined in RO l.59. (013.4.1 13)

.

Response:

SSAR Subsection 3.4.1.1.1 will be revised as indicated below.

SSAR Revision:

Add the following new paragraph to the end of SSAR Subsection 3.4.1.1.1.

1 The reinforced concrete seismic Categorv i structures, incorporating the waterproofing and sealing
i features described above, provide hardened protection for safety related structures, systems, and
I components as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.59. .

.

.

I
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410.3OF (OITS #6270)

As appropriate, responses to the following RAls should be incorporateo into the SSAR: 410.4, 41 J.5, !

410.7, J ' O.30, 410.38, 410.40, 410.44 410.46, 410.50, 410.201, 410.202 (013.4.114)

Response:

'Ihe intent of the RAI responses where appropriate has been incorporated into SSAR Section 3.4.
Requests subsequent to the fit . round of RAls and other discussions identified specific information
that the staff required to be in the SSAR and this information has been added. Also, the responses to
other FSER open itema include SSAR revisions. No additional SSAR changes are required.

SSAR Revielon: NONE

.

k
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.410.394F (Orls #6271)

Clarify why the AP600 design does not utilize watertight doors for Good protection. (013.4.115)

Responses

As described in SSAR Subsection 3.4.1.1.1 the probable maximum Good for AP600 is less than the
plant grade e|evation, so exterior doors need not be watenight for protection from external Gooding. :

As described a SSAR Subsection 3.4.1.1.2, internal Gooding resulting f om postulated component
failures does not prevent the required safe shutdown functions from being performed. Watertight
doors are n61 req %ed to mitigate the effects of internal Gooding. De SSAR will be revised as shown
below to provide tM5 clarification. ,

SSAR Revision:

SSAR Subsectit n 3.4.1.1.1, paragraph 6, will ha revised as follows:

For the AP600, the 100'0" building door elevations are slightly above the grade elevation, in
I addition, the slope of the yard grade directs water away from the buildings. Because the probable
I maximum Good for AP600 is less than grade elevation, the exterior doors are not required to be
I watenight for protection from external Gooding.

SS AR Subsection 3.4.1,1.2, paragraph 3, will be revised as follows:

he AP600 minimizes the number of penetrations through enclosure or banier walls below the
flood level, nose few penetrations through Good protection walls that tre h-low the maximum
Good level are watertight. Any process piping penetrating below the maximom Good level either
is embedded in the wall or Door or is welded to a steel sleeve embedded in the wall or Door.

I here are no watenight doors in the AP600 used for internal = c::=! Good protection because,
I as described in Subsection 3.4.1.2.2, they are not needed to protect safe shutdown components
I from the effects of intemal flooding. He walls, Doors, and petictrations are designed to withstand

the maximum anticipated hydrodynamic loads associated with a pipe failure as described in
Section 3.6.

,

de

410.394 1
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410.395F (OITS #6272)

SSAR section 3.4.1.2.2.2 states that the auxiliary building contains RCA and NRCA which are
physically separated by 2 and 3 foot structural walls and door elabs. Explain how the 2 and 3 foot
structural walls prevent Gooding and/or Are propagation across area boundaries. (013.4.1 16)

Response

De structural boundary between the RCA and non RCA areas also separates areas containing principal
fluid systems from the Class IE equipment areas.

Flooding across this boundary is prevented by minimizing the ntimber of penetrations, locating
penetrations above maximum Good level where possible, and sealing penetrations below maximum
Good level (if any).

-

ne structur.d b sndary between the RCA and non RCA aree.s is classified as a rated 3 hour fire
barrier, with commensurate protection foi penetrations, to prevent fire propagation across the
boundary. His boundary consists of the north wa!!s of Ore areas l200 AF 01 and 1204 AF 01 and
the elevation 100'.0" ceiling slab of fire area 1200 AF 01 (See SSAR Figure 9A 1. Sheet 13).

,

.,

SSAR Revision:,

,

Subsection 3.4.1.2.2.2 will be revised as shown.

Gentui

ne AP600 auxillary building contains radiologically controlled areas and nonradiologically
controlled areas which are physice.Ily separated by 2 and 3 foot structural walls and Door slabs.
These structural baniers are designed to prevent Gooding =d'or S p:cp;;::!cr. across the

I boundary between these areas by locating penetrations for piping and HVAC duct above maximum
i flood levels, or by sealing these penetrations. Electrical penetrations between the radiologically ,

controlled areas and nonradiologically controlled areas are Ixated above the maximum Good level.
I Electrical penetrations subject to the effects of the local build up of water on Doors above the
i maximum flood level are also sealed.

410.395-1
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Questbn 440.776F (OITS 6358)

- LCO 3.0.6 :

LCO 3.0.6 contains a typographic ceror where the term " Specification 5.5.9 " should be " Specification [
5.5.8.*

Responses
l'

The term "Specificatfor. 5.5.9" in LCO 3.0 6 will be changed to " Specification 5.5.8" in the next-

revision of the Technical Specifications..

,

SSAR Mevision: See attached markup.

,

e
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3.0 LCO A*PLICABILITY
~

LCO 3.0.4 specified conditions in the Applicability that are required
(continued) to comply with ACTIONS or are part of a shutdown of the

und i.

Excepticas to this specification are stated in the
individual Specifications. These exceptions allow entry
into H0 DES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability when the associated ACTIONS to be entered
allow unit operation in the H0DE or other specified
condition for only a limited period of time.

LCO 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a HODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability in H0 DES 1, 2. 3,
and 4.

LCO 3.0.5 Equipment removed from service or declarea inoperable to
comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service under
administrative control solely to perform testing required to
demonstrate its OPERABILITY or the OPERABILITY of other
equipment. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the system
returned to service under adninistrative control to perform
the test required to demonstrate OPERABILITY.

LC0 3.0.6 When a supported system LCO is not met solely due to a
support system LCO not being met, the Conditions and
Required Actions associated with this supported system are
not required to be entered. Only the support system LC0
ACTIONS are required to be entered. This is an exception to

| LC0 3.0.2 for the supported system. In this event.
| additional evaluations and limitatiops may be required in
| accordance with Specification 5.5.ft " Safety Function

Determination Program (SFDP)." If a loss of safety function
is determined to exist by this program, the appropriate

i Conditions and Required Actions of the LC0 in which the loss
| of safety function exists are required to be entered.
!

When a support system's Required Action directs a supported
system to be declared inoperable or directs entry into

i Conditions and Required Actions for a supported system, the
applicable Conditions and Required Actions shall be entered|

I in accordance with LC0 3.0.2.

(continued)
|
|

|
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Question 440.777F (O!13 6359)

LCO 3.0.7 and BASES

LCO 3.0.7 and BASES contain a typographic error where the term "LCO 3.1.9" should be
*LCO 3.1.8."

i

Nesponse:

1he typographic cror in LCO 3.0.7 and BASES will be changed from the term "LCO 3.1.9" to
"LCO 3.1.8" in the next revision of the Technical Specifications. i

SSAR Nevision: See attached markup. I

i

e

e
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3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.7 Test Exception LCO 3.1. allows specified Technical
Specification (TS) requirements to be changed to permit
performance of special tests and operations. Unless
otherwise specified, all other TS requirements remain
unchanged. Compliance with Test Exception LCOs is optional.
When a Test Exception LCO is desired to be met but is not
met, the ACTIONS of the Test Exception LCO shall be met. ;

.

When a Test Exception LC0 is not desired to be met, entry |

into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability shall be made in accordance with the other
applicable Specifications.

4

.

'

;

AP600 3.0 3 08/97 Amendment 0
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LCO 3.0.5 redundant OPERABLE support system are OPERABLE, thereby.

(continued) ensuring safety function is retained. If this
evaluation determines that a loss of safety function
exists, the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions
of the LCO in which the loss of safety functions exists
are required to be entered.

LC0 3.0.7 There are certain special tests and operations required
to be performed at various times over the life of the
unit. These special tests and operations are necessary
to demonstratt select unit performance characteristics,
to perform special maintenance activities. and to y
perform special evolutions. TestExceptionLCO3.lf
allows specified Technical Specificatico (TS)
requirements to be changed to permit |>erformance of
these special tests and operations, w11ch otherwise
could not be performed if required to comply with the
requirements of these TS, Unless otherwise specified,
all the other TS requirements remain unchanged. This
will ensure all appropriate recuirements of the MODE or
other specified condition not cirectly associated with
or required to be changed to perform the special test or *

operation will remain in effer.t.

The Applicability of a Test Exception LCO represents a
condition not necessarily in compliance with the normal
requirements of the TS. Compliance with Test Exception
LCOs is optional. A special operation may be performed
either under the provisions of the appropriate Test
Except. ion LCO or under the other applicable TS
requirements. If it is desired to 3erform the special
operation under the provisions of the Test Excepticn
LCO, the requirements of the Test Exception LC0 shall be
followed.

_.

b AP600 B 3.0 10 08/97 Amendnent 0
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Que: tion 440,781F (OITS . 6363)

I,CO 3,7.3 Main Feedwater isolation and Control Valves (MFIV and MFCV)

he first page of TS 3.7.3 is missing in the TS version 08/97, Amendment O. His page was included
in the June 18,1997 Westinghouse submittal (it McIntyre to T. Quay, " Advance Markup Of AP600
Technical Specifications," NDS NRC 97 5176, June 18,1997). De missing page should be restored.

Response

The first page of TS 3.7.3 was missing from the TS version 08/97. Amendment O. De page will be
restored in the next revision of the Technical Specifications.

SSAR Revision:

Ae first page of TS 3.7.3 will be restored in the next revision of the Technical Specifications.

3 W851\ngh00S8
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Question 440.744F (OITS 6256)

Recent experimental data show failures of high burnup fuels at lower enthalpy than the Regulatory
Guide 1.77 fuel failure enthalpy limits. Ilowever, analyses performed by Westinghouse that assume
low enthalpy fuel failures indicate that the radiological consequences of rod eject on accidents mighti

not exceed design basis limits for cores operating within current NRC approved bumup limits. De
analyses are documented in a Westinghouse submittal, NTD-NRC 95-4438, " Westinghouse
Assessment of Topical Report Validity for Reactivity insertion Accidents with liigh Bumup Fuel."
He applicant has not documented the applicability of these analyses to the AP600. This is an open '

item.

Response:

Dere has been continuing dialog betwan industry and the Staff on high burnup fuels and lower
enthalpy limits subsequent to the issuance of NTD NRC 95-4438. In a November 20.1997 NRC-
Industry Meeting on liigh Burnup Fuel Issues, the Staff concluded that "Backfit imposition of more
restrictive RIA criteria for cores within existing bumup limits (62 GWD/MTU) is not justified." ne
lead rod burnup for the first cycle of AP600 will not exceed 25 GWD/MTU. Derefore, there is no
need to apply a lower enthalpy limit for this cycle.

Cycle specific analysis for cycles two and beyond will be performed using the NRC approved
Westinghouse Reload Methodology (WCAP - 9272 P A). As part of these cycle specific analyses,
Westirighouse will confirm that all regulatory limits in existen:e at the time these analyses are
performed are met.

SSAR Revision: None

i

_

44 .744F 1
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M
Ouestion 4602BF (OITS 6049)

Re:

RAI 460.28F:
De staff evaluation guidance for the solid waste storage capacity is stated in SRP Section i1.4, Paragraphs 11.6 :.nd
111.4 and BTP ETSB 113, Positions B.llt. In the DSER, the staff reviewed and found AP600 solid waste storage
capacity acceptable. However, Westmghouse subsequently changed its design and revised the SSAR information
such that the bases for the staff finding in the DSER are no longer valid, in the revised SSAR, Westinghouse
presented the waste generation rates in two new terms: an expected rate and a maximum rate, but SSAR Section
11.4.2.1 was not clear as to which rate was used in demonstration of the adequacy of the storage capacity, in light
of the new design information, the staff requested (RAI 460.27) Westinghouse to demonstrate AP600 compliance
with the above applicable guidance and to clarify which one of the two rates (expected or maximum) was used for
demonstration the adequacy of storage capacity, in a letter, dated June 18,1997, Westinghouse clarified that the
maximum waste generation inte was used for showing the adequacy in storage capacity, but did not answer the
question as to how compliance with the above regulatory guidance was achieved, based on the maximum generation
rates. The maximum generation rates were based on the assumption of the design based fuel failure rate of 0.25E
ne staff has evaluated this assumption and finds it acceptable in Section 11.1 of the SER for AP600 waste
management system design. De staff has teviewed Westinghouse's response to RAI 460.27 including the marked-up
SS AR sections and tables, and finds it not acceptable, because Westinghouse has not demonstrated the compliance
of BTP ETSD Position B.fil based on the maximum waste generation rate. Derefore, the staff cannot reach the
conclusion that AP600 is designed to have sufficient capacity for the maximum annual generation trae according to
DTP ETSB Position B.Ill. His is identified as a DSER open item.

Response (Revision 1):
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J40.28F, Revision 1 -1
W Westinghouse
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NRC requested in a telephone conference on December 15,1997 to amphfy our response and the SSAR
to better describe how AP600 responds to SRP guidolines using maximum values in lieu of expected
values. Table 11.41 is reproduced and amplified in this response to provide a path for venfying that the
AP000 plant has sufficient storage capacity for solid radwaste to satisfy SRP guide'ines.

| Amplified Table 11.41

|
| ESTIhtATED SOLID RADWASTE VOLUhtES and STORAGE SUhthtARY

| Source Expected Expected Stastmum Stastmum

| Generation Shipped Solid Generation Sh!pped Solid

I (ft'/yr) (ft'/yr) (It'/yr) (ft'/yr)

i WET WASTES

| Primary Resins fincludes spent 250 315 1060* 1334h

i resins and net activated
I carbon)

Stored in spent resin tanks or in high integrity containers located in rail car bay of auxiliary buiHing as stated
in Section 11.4.2.1, p.11.4 4. Total capacity is two 275 ft'(useful capacity) spent resin tanks plus two 158
ft' high integrity containers = 866 ft'.

i Chemical 350 20 700 40

Waste water containing chemicals and hot sinks and showers drains is stored in the chemical waste tank as
stated in Sections 11.2.2.1.3 and 11.2.2.1.4. De chemical waste tank is in the auxiliary building. Its capacity
is 8,900 gallons (1190 ft'). He chemical waste tank contents are pumped to the radwaste building where
volume reduction is performed by a sendor specinc process. De annual production of volume reduced liquid
wastes is loaded into three 55 gallons drums,20 ft' packaged, and stored in the radwaste building packaged
waste storage room as stated in section 11.4.2.1, p.11.4-4 De radwaste building packaged waste storage
room has a capacity of 3,900 ft' as stated in section i1.4.2.1, p. I1.4 5.

O460.28F, Revision 1 : W Westinghouse
_
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1 Allard Liquid 15 17 30 34

De annual production of mised liquid wastes is loaded into less than three 55 gallons drums,17 ft' packaged,
and stored in the radwaste buildmg packa3ed waste storage room as stated in section 11.4.2.1. p.11.4 4. he
radwaste buildmg packaged waste storage room has a capaci'y of 3.900 ft' as ststed in section 11.4.2.1, p.
I1.4 5.

I Condensate Polishing Re. sin "* O U 206 259 .

Normally, no solid radwaste is espected from the condensate polishing system as stated in Section 11.4.2.1, p.
I1.4 5 and Section 10.4.6. If the ion eschange resin becomes contaminated and must be disposed, it is stored
within the s andensate polishing vessel or the spent condensate polishing resin tank. The contaminated resin is
transferird to a temporary processing unit and may be stored in the radwaste building after processing as
stated in section 11.4.2.1. p. I1.4 5 and Section 10.4.6.3. De radwaste building packaged waste storage room
has a capacity of 3.900 ft' as stated in section 11.4.2.1. p.114 5.

| Steam Genemtor Blowdown""' O U $40 680

| AfaterialiResin and Afembrane)
Normally no solid radwaste is espected from the steam generator blowdown system as stated in Section
11.4.2.1. p.11.4 5 and Section 10.4.8. If the ion exchange resin and membrancs become contaminated and
must be disposed, they are stored within the electrodeionisation unit which is shipped directly for disposal as
stated in Section 11.4.2.1, p.11.4 5 and Section 10.4.8.2.3.6. The contaminated unit may be stored in the
radwaste building packaged waste storage room which has a capacity of 3.900 ft' as stated in section 11.4.2.1.
p. I1,4 5.

| Wet Waste Subtotals 61$ 352 2$36 2347

) DRl' WASTES
\ Comportible Dry Waste 4101 873 6263 1336

Small quantities of compactible dry waste are accumulated prior to volume reduction. Volutre reduction may
be performed by on site compactors or mobile equipment. After volume reduction, the compacted, packaged
dry waste is stored in the radwaste building packaged waste storage room which has a capacity of 3,900 ft' as
stated in section 11.4.2.1, p. Il.4 5.

i Non.Compactible Solid Waste 234 373 910 567

Non compactible dry waste may be Isaded into the same containers used for packaging compactible dry waste
or into dedicated containers. Voids around non-compacuble dry waste will typically be filled with compacted
dry waste. After packaging, the dry waste is stored in the radwaste building packaged waste storage room
which has a capacity of 3.900 ft' as stated in section 11.4.2.1, p.11.4 5.

460.28F, Revision 1 +3
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! Alined Sol!d 5 7.5 10 15

Solid mixed wastes occupy one 55 gallon drum (7.5 ft') at the normal rate and two 55 gallon druras (15 ft') at
the maximum rate. De paskaged mixed solid waste is stored in the radwaste building packaged waste
storage room which has a capacity of 3,900 ft' as stated in section 11.4.2.1, p.11.4 5.

i l'rimary Filters fincludes high 36 24.5 6.5 48

| activity and low activity
' cartridges)

Primary filters are stored in shielded spent filter storage tubes located in the rail car bay of the auxiliary
building as stated in Section 11.4.2.3.2, p.11.4+8. Total capacity is nine 0.5 ft' spent filter tubes = 4.5 ft'.
After the spent filters are allowed to decay, they are packaged in drums. The normal productior. rate is 1.3 ft'
per year which is packaged into three drums (22.5 ft'). Dese drums are stored in the rail car bay of the
auxiliary building. When not occupied by a rail car, the rail car bay has an open l',oor area about 18 feet
wide by atmut 60 feet long with a height of about 30 feet. De low activity filters,2.3 ft'per year, are
volume reduced by compactmn and packaged into 2 ft' of drums. After packaging, the low activity filters are
stored in the radwaste building packaged waste storage room which has a capacity of 3,900 ft' as stated in
section 11.4.2.1, p.11.4 5.

,

!)ry Waste Subtotals 4344 1278 7192 1966

TOTAL WET & !)RV 4959 IF *'s 9728 4313

| WASTES

De annual quantities of packaged waste which may be stored in the radwaste building packaged waste storage mom

are summerited:

Packaged Radwaste in Radwaste lla 1 ding Expected Quantity Maximum Quantity8

Chemical waste and hot sinks and showers drains 20 40

Mixed liquid 17 34

Compactible dry waste 873 1336

Non.Compactible dry waste 373 567

Mixed solid waste 7.5 15

Low activity filters 2 i

Subtotal 1292.5 1996

Unusual Sources of Packaged Radwaste

Condensate polishing resin 0 259

Steam generator blowdown material Q MD
Subtotal 0 939

460.28F, Revision 1 4 W Westinghouse
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~!hese annual volumes are well below the availabh storage space and are well within the SRP requirements
which are based on time frames less than a year.

SSAR Revision: See attached m.rkup of SSAR subsection 11.4.2.1.

.

460.28F, Revision 1 5
W Westingtwuse
-
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11, Radioactive Wate Management

.

The radioactivity of the dry active waste is expected to normally range from 0.1 curies per
year to 8 curies per year with a maximum of about 16 curies per year. His waste includes
spent HVAC filters, compressible trash, non compressible components, tr'xed wastes and
solidified chemical wastes. These activities are produced by relative:y long lived
radionuclides (such as Cr 51, Fe 55, Co 58, Co-60, Nb 95, Cs 134 and Cs 137), and therefore,
radioactivity decay during processing and storage is minimal. Dese activities thus apply to
the waste as generated and to the waste as shipped.

The estimated expected and maximum annual quantitles of waste influents by source and form
are listed in Table 11.41 with disposal volumes. The influent volumes are conservatively
based on an 18 month refueling cycle. Annual quantities based on a 24 month refueling cycle
are less than those for an 18 month cycle. The estimated expected isotopic curie content of
the primary spent resin and filter cartridge wastes to be shipped offsite are presented in
Table 11.44 based on 90 days of decay before shipment. The same information is piesented
in Table 11.4 5 for the estimated maximum activities based on 30 days of decay before
shipment.

Section 11.1 provides the bases for determination of liquid source terms used to calculate
several of the solid waste management system influent source terms. He influent data
presented in Tables 11.4 2 and 11.4 3 are conservatively based on Section 11.1 design buis
(Technical Specification) values. .

Shipped volumes of radwaste for disposal are estimated in Table 11.4-1 from the estimated
expected or maximum influent volumes by making adjustments for volume reduction
processing by mobile systems and the expected container filling efficiencies. For drum
compaction, the overall volume reduction factor, including packaging efficiency, is 3.6. For
box compaction, the overall volume reduction factor is 5.4. These adjusanents result in a

gA packaged intemal waste volume for each waste source, and the number of containers required

rt.,taccA to hold this volume is bued on the containert intemal volume. The disposal volume is based
on the number of containers and the extemal (disposal) volume of the containers.

i The expected disposal volumes of wet and dry wastes are approximately 352 and 1278 cubic
*

I feet per year, respectively as shown in Table 11.4-1. De wet wastes shipping volumes
I _

include _315 cubic fee per year of spent ion exchange resins and deep bed filter activated
I carbon,20 cubic feet o ' uid chemical wastes and 17 cubic feet of mixed liquid wastes. De
i spent resins and activated carbon are initially stored in the spent resin storage tanks located
I in the rail car bay of the auxiliary building. When a sufficient quantity has accumulated, the
I resin is sluiced into two 158 cubic feet high integnty containers in anticipation of transport
I for offsite disposal. Liquid chemical wastes are reduced in volume and packaged into three
1 55-gallon drums per year (about 20 cubic feet) and are stored in the packaged waste storage
I room of the radwaste building. The mixed liquid wastes fill less than three drums per year
1 (about 17 cubic feet per year) and are stored on containment pallets in the waste accumulation
I room of the radute building until shipped offsite for processing.
l .

I ne two spent resin storage tanks (27f cubic feet usable, each) and one high integrity
I container in the spent resin waste container fill station at the west end of the rail car bay of

Revisiont 13
May 30,199? 11.4-4 3 Westinghouse
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m
. .

I the auxibsry building provide more than 2 years of spent resin storage at the expected rate
i of more than 6 months of storage at the maximum generation rate.
I

I ne dry solid r.dwaste includes 1246 cubic feet per year of compactible and non compac;ib;e
I waste pseked into about 13 boxes (90 cubic f:et each) and ten druias per year. Druris are
i used for higher activity compactible and non-compactible wastes. Compactible waste in:ludes

'
l HVAC exhaust filter, ground she:ts, boot covers, hair nets, etc. Non compactible waste
I include.s about 60 cubic feet per year of dry activated carbon and other solids such as broken

)
- I tools ar.d wood. Solid mixed wastes will occupy 7.5 cubic feet per year (one drum), ne low

3
l activity spent filter cartridges may be compacted to fill about 0.26 drums per year (2 ft / year)

^

I and are stored in the packaged waste storage room. Compaction !s performed by mobile

| | equipment or is performed offsite. High activity filter cartridges fill three drums per year
I (22.5 cubi- feet per year) and are stored in portable processing or storage casks in the rail car '

I "ded of the aux, isty building. co.p.til /c M m e o,pf; ble_''
-

{ ;r g ,

i ne total volume of solid radwaste to be mtored in the radwaste building nack.*ged waste f[
l storage room is 1256 cubic feet per yea the expected rate and 1922 ~'' t pyeear at
I hthgaximum me. E i&%theb eastes packaged in dr' - ,:s,%he cixed 11 M e

3

I wiy a J solidAhemical wastes and the lower activity filter cartrid? Lies of liquid
,

I radwaste stored in die packaged waste storage room of the < . .og consists of 20-

i cubic feet of chemical waste and'17 cubic feet of mixed liq aste. De useful stcage

_

"olume in the packaged waste storage room is approximately 3900 cubic feet (10 feet deep,i'

( l 30 feet long, and 13 feet high). De packaged waste storage room provides storage for about
1 3 years at the expected rate of generanon and more than 2 years at the maximum rate of
I generation. One four drum containment pallet provides more than 8 months of storage
I capacity for the liquid mixed wastes and the volume reduced liquid chemical wastes at the
i expected rate of generation rrd more than 4 months at the maximum rate.

I A conservative estimate of solid wet waste includes blowdown material based on continuous
operation of ti.e steam generator blowdown purification system, with leakage from the primary

I to secondary cycles. He volume of radioactively contaminated material from this source is
estimated to be 540 cubic feet per year. Provisions for processing and disposal of nuiioactive

I steam generator tiswdown resins ard membranes are described in subsection 10.4.8. Note
i that, although included b; e for conservatism, this volume of contaminated resin will be
i removed from the plam within the contuninated electrodeionitatiei unit and not stored as
I wet waste.'

,

ne condensate polishing system includes mixed bed ion exchanger vessels for purification
of the condensate ss described in subsection 10 4.6. Should the resins become radioactive,
the resins are teferred from the condensate polishing vessel dutetly to a temporary
processing unit or to the tempo.2ry processing unit via the spent resin tank. De processing
unit, located o itside of the turbine building, dewaters and processes the resins as required for
offsite disposal. Radioactive condensate polishing tusin will have very low activity. It will
be disposed in containers as pe mitted by DOT regula: ions. After packagmg, the resins r"y.

be stored in the r&aste builda.g. Based on a typical condensate polishing system operanun
of 30 days per refueling cycle with leAage from the primary system to the secondary sysam,.

(
,.

Revision: 13
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650.21F: Issue ll.F l.3: Update Standard Review Plan and Development of Regulatory Guide
(OITS #6323)

As oiscussed in NUREG-0933, Issue ll.E.1.3 addressed improving the reliability of the auxiliary
feedwater system or the emergency feedwater system (EFWS). Section 10.4 of the SRP was to be
updated, and RG 1.26 was to be revised to include these systems and possibly endorse certain
standards. The SRP section was updated in July 1981t however, no additional public and occupational
risk reduction was identified to support the need to revise the regulatory guide and it was not revised,
his issue is resc'ved and the requirements were established in the changes to the SRP

in Section 1.9.3 of the SSAR, Westinghouse stated that this issues was a requirement to update
Section 10.4.9 of the Standard Review Plan to address the requirements of Item II.E.1.1 and ll.F.1.2
for auxiliary feedwater systems. Westinghouse also stated that Standard Review Plan 10.4.9 was
revised and this issue is classified as resolved. Although the resolution of this issue was for NRC te
update the SRP section, the application of the SRP section tc a specific plant design is relevant to the
AP600 design because NUREG-0933 stated, for Issue ll.E.1.3, that the resolution of the issue resulted
in new requirements and the requirements apply to all PWRs, including the AP600 design. Herefore,
the staff does not agree with this conclusion and requests that Westinghouse discuss how the AP600
designs meets the SRP and RO 1.26 for the EFWS. His was designated - "mn item 20.412 in the
DSER and is still unresolved. This is open item 650.21F.

Derefor:, Issue II.E.1.3 is not resolved for the AP600 design.

Response:

he Standard Review Plan is written for safety.related system. t,iat "In conjunction with a seismic
Category I water source, it also functions as an emergency system for the removal of heat from the
primary system when the main feedwater system is not available for emergency conditions". Ti :
AP600 does not have an emergency feedwater system. He AP600 startup feedwater system is not a
safety-related system. The AP600 does not include a seismic Category I water <,ource for either the
main or startup feedwater systems. The passive residual heat removal system provides for the safety-
related removal of heat from the primary system when the main feedwater system is not available,
ne design requirements for the startup feedwater system are based on operational and investment
protection considerations and not the criteria in Standard Review Plan 10.4.9 or Regulatory Guide
1.26. Evaluation of the startup feedwater system against the criteria in standard Review Plan 10.4.9
and Regulatory Guide 1.26 is inappropriate and unnecessary.

Please note that the criteria in the Standard Review Plan and regulatory guides are for guidance and
are not requirements.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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650.22F: Issue III.D 3,4: Control Room Habitability (OITS #6324)
,

As discussed in NUREG-0933, Issue Ill.D.3.4 addressed upgrading the habitability of the control room
for the operators. The requirements were given in NUREG-0737.

In Section 1.9.3 of the SSAR, item (2)(xxviii), Westinghouse states that normally a non safety-related
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system keeps the AP600 main control room slightly
pressurized to prevent infiltration of air from other plant areas. During accident conditions, a safety-
related isolation of the main control room is autonmically actuated. Upon the loss of non-safety-
related ac power, the main control room environment is sufficient to protect the operators and support
the man mach 5e interfaces necessary to establish and maintain safe shutdown conditions for the plant
following postulated design basis accident conditions.

The main control room is stated to be scaled with safety-related connections to a safety-related
compressed air breathing source. His compressed air system provides continued pressurization and a
source of fresh air fcr operator habitability. The air supply is sized to last for 72 hours following an
accident. He onsite non-safety related normal HVAC systern will be operational before the installed
compressed air supply is exhausted.

It is further stated that the non safety related HVAC system, equipped with a refrigeration type air 1

conditioning unit and powered from the onsite diesel generators, normally provides main control room x

cooling. If the normal HVAC system is not available, outside air is not allowed into the main contrcl
room, and the safety-related compressed air storage system is actuated.

In the DSER, the staff requested Westinghouse to address the possibility of toxic gases and substances
onsitt, and offsite affecting control room habitability; the signals, or procedures and operator action, for
actuation of equipment for control room habitability, and the responsibility of the COL applicant, in
addition, the staff requested that Westinghouse discuss the potential exposure of operators to radiation
brought into the control room after the compressed air supply is exhausted, the filtration provided by
.he HVAC, and dose limits, his was designated as Oper, item 20.4 33. Open item 20.4-33
(650.22F) is still unresolved because (1) the staff has dearmined that the AP600 design does not meet
the dose limits of GDC 19 and (2) Westinghot.se needs to add a sentence in Section 6.4 of the SSAR. j
The sentence should state that the COL applicant rcferencirg the AP600 design is responsible for (1) (
the amount and location of possible sources of ted chemicals in or near the plant, (2) provision for
seismic Category 1, Class lE toxic gas monitor 3g, and (3) evaluating the conformance of the onsite
and offsite toxic releases with the guidelines of RGs 1.78 and 1.95 in order to meet the TMI Action
Plan item Ill.D.3.4 and GDC 19 requirements (see COL Action item 6.4-1).

Herefore, Issue IH.D.3.4 is not resolved for the AP600 design.

Response:

Westinghouse has completed analyses that show that dose limits are met for the control room. The
issue of which source term to use for the analysis is being tracked by a number of open items
including 470.42F,470.43F, and 470.46F and should not also be tracked as a Chapter 20 item.
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. Subsection 6.4.7 was revised in Revision 17 to address items (2) and (3). The Combined License -
'

applicant is responsible for the amount and location of possible sources of toxic chemical in or near .'

the plant. Regulatory Guides 1.78 and 1.95 are specifically cited for control room protection for toxic
chemicals. In addition, the response for FSER open item 410.366F included a change to se COL
information item to include reference to issue III.D.3.4 and General Design Criterion 19.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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650,23F: EL 80 24, Prevention of damage due to water leakage inside containment
(DITS #6325)

Westinghouse stated that this bulletin is addressed in Section 3.4.1.2.2.1 of the SSAR. However,
Westinghouse has not provided sufficient information in Section 3.4.1 of the SSAR for the staff to
make a determination about the epplicability of this bulletin to the AP600 design. For example, the ,

definition of an "open system" in Section 3.4.1 of the SSAR is different than the definition in the
bulletin. This is Open item 650.23F.

Therefore, this bulletin is not resolved for the AP600 design.

Respon.*e:
1

Bulletin 80-24 Jefines an open system as one that has an essentially unlimited sourse of water. There
are no open systems, as defined in Bulletin 80-24,in the AP600 containment. Cooling water is
provided by the component cooling water system (CCS, see subsection 9.2.2) and the chilled water
system (VWS see subsection 9.2.7). These are closed systems using the definition in Bulletin 80-24,
The service water system (SWS) is not used for cooling inside containment. The term open system is
not defined in Section 3.4 of the AP600 SSAR.

Fire protection water used inside containment is stored in the passive containment cooling water
storage tank. He water level in this tank is alarmed in the main control room and excessive flow can
be terminated. Also, fire protection water is isolated by containment isolation valves during operation.

Monitoring of the sump level is a key par. or the leak detection of the AP600 which provides
assurance that a rising water level in the sump will be detected. See subsection 5.2.5 for a description
of leak detection.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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650.24F: 11L 84-03, Refueling cavity water seal (OITS #6326)

In Revision i of WCAP 13559, Westinghouse stated that this bulletin was not applicable to the AP600
design because the design does not use this type of seal; however, the bulletin request licensees to
address the probability and consequences of failure of these seals. In the DSER, the staff requested
that Westinghouse address these aspects of the bulletin. His was designated as Open item 20.712.
Westinghouse has not address:d this issue and therefore, Open Item 20.712 (650.24F) is still open.

Therefore, this bulietin is not resolved for the AP600 design.

Response:

ne subject of the bulletin was loss of water level due to the failure of a refueling cavity water wal
using pneumatic seals. As noted in subsection 1.21.2.1, a permanent welded seal nog is used to
provide the seal between the vessel flange and the refueling cavit, floor. This design is not subject to
a gross failure of the type discussed in the bulletin.

Leakage is nat expected with this design. Leakage past or through the seal would not significantly
affect the water level in the refueling canal and would be detected as an increase in water level in the
containment sump. Water level in the sump is a key parameter in reactor coolant leak detection.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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650.29F: GL-8915, Service water system problems affecting safety related systems
(OITS #6331)

This generic letter requested information about compliance of service water systems with certain
GDC and quality assurance requirements, as test control. Westinghouse stated that il's generic letter
is addressed in Section 16.2 of the SSAR on plant TSs. His response does not appear to address the
issues raised on the GDC and quality assurance requirements in the generic letter. This is Open
item 20.7 44 (650.29F).

Herefore, tHs generic letter is not resolved for the AP600.iesign.

Response:

Generic Letter 8913 was written for plants in which the service water system is used for safety-related
cooling of the reactor coolant system. He sersice water system is not used for safety-related cooling
in the AP600. Derefore, this generic letter is not applicable to the AP600.

The service water system is an AP600 equipment class D system. As outlined in subset: tion 3.2.2,
class D systems are constructed using industry standards including AMSE Section VIII and ANSI
B31.1 :uirements.

De service water system is an RTNSS important system. Shon term availability controls for these
systems are included in SSAR Section 16.3. For the service water system these controls apply when
the reactor coolant system is at reduced inventory conditions. The controls include veri 6 cation that
the pumps are operable and capable of providing a specified Dow and that the cooling tower fans are
operable.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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